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Introduction

The 31st conference on Metrology, Inspection, and Process Control for Microlithography began with two outstanding keynote presentations. Richard M. Silver from National Institute of Standards and Technology began the Keynote Session with “Advancing measurement science at NIST to enable atom-scale technology,” starting with non-destructive techniques to techniques with atomic-scale resolution including 3D CD metrology and tomography. This was followed by Philippe Leray from IMEC with, “Metrology challenges for in-line process control,” describing energy and angular filtered SEM, metrology of HAR (high aspect ratio) structures, use of SEM to improve accuracy of overlay (OVL), including complicated OVL models, tunable wavelength OCD (scatterometry) and OVL to minimize overlay and CD errors and enable nm-scale uncertainty.

Strong student presentations for the Best Student Paper Award this year compelled us to recognize the runner-up paper. The presentations were professional and presented with the confidence of understanding their topics fully. There was an overwhelming number of overlay metrology papers underpinning the importance, improvement in accuracy, and paving the way to nm uncertainty. There has been good progress with SEM modeling and parameters to allow better imaging of high aspect ratio and buried features. Joint sessions continued to be an excellent way to merge and interact with other conferences. This year we had two joint sessions.

SESSION 5: EUV Mask Inspection and Imaging: Joint Session with Conferences 10143 and 10145. The joint session with the EUV Lithography conference, 10143, chaired by Ofer Adan and Anna Tchikoulaeva, was extremely well attended:

- “Application of actinic mask review system for the preparation of HVM EUV lithography with defect free mask,” Ji Hoon Na, et al., SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd.
- “Printability and actinic AIMS review of programmed mask blank defects,” Erik Verduijn, et al., GLOBALFOUNDRIES Inc. [10143-16]

SESSION 13: Design Interactions with Metrology: Joint Session with Conferences 10148 and 10145. The second joint session was with the Design-Process-Technology Co-optimization for Manufacturability conference, 10148, chaired by Jason P. Cain and John C. Robinson:

- “Pattern centric design based sensitive patterns and process monitor in manufacturing,” Chingyun Hsiang, et al., Anchor Semiconductor, Inc. [10145-60]
- “The use of computational inspection to identify process window limiting hotspots and predict sub-15nm defects with high capture rate,” Boo-Hyun Ham, et al., SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. [10145-61]
Following are the winners of the 2016 Diana Nysssonen Memorial Award for Best Paper and the 2017 Karel Urbánek Best Student Paper Award.

Martha I. Sanchez
Vladimir A. Ukrainsev
Diana Nyyssonen was a pioneer in the field of dimensional metrology. Her early interests in optics were formed under the tutelage of Professor Edward L. O’Neill at Boston University. In 1965 she went to work for Brian J. Thompson and George B. Parrent, Jr. at Technical Operations, Inc., Burlington, Massachusetts. Diana’s knowledge of physical optics and related modeling grew rapidly as she worked on the teams developing the theory of partially coherent imaging, physical models, equipment and applications for the US government, astronomy, and industry. Her professional circle at that time included George O. Reynolds, John B. DeVelis, Adriaan Walther, Philip S. Considine, Richard J. Becherer, and Richard E. Swing.

In 1969 Diana Nyyssonen joined the Image Optics and Photography Section of the Metrology Division at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), initially working for Calvin S. McCamy on microdensitometry, then on linewidth measurements for integrated circuit manufacturing applications. Sponsored by NBS, Diana also attended the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester at Rochester, New York where Professor B. J. Thompson, Director of the Institute, was her advisor. She completed her PhD in 1975 with her Thesis “High resolution microdensitometry of photographic emulsions” reflecting the scientific foundations and the outlook of the things to come. Dr. Nyyssonen’s modeling of thin films observed by an optical microscope demonstrated that line (space) width smaller than Rayleigh resolution limit can be measured. She produced linewidth measurements in photomasks with calibration based on physical modeling and first principles, establishing the first critical dimension standards for the microelectronics industry and the foundation of today’s dimensional metrology.

Dr. Nyyssonen left NBS in 1985 to form her own metrology company then joined IBM at East Fishkill, New York in 1988. Continuing the development of accurate optical modeling of imaging of thick films with Christopher P. Kirk, NBS and other teams, she started projects on metrology with scatterometry and interference microscopy, modeled imaging in low voltage CD-SEM, and spearheaded the establishment of CD-AFM.

Diana Nyyssonen’s personal contributions to the field of dimensional metrology, as well as her collaborations and mentorships in the industry, consortia, and academia, accelerated and influenced the development of basic technology and metrology applications with optical microscopy and scatterometry, SEM, and AFM.
Metrology, Inspection, and Process Control for Microlithography is the leading international forum for the discussion and presentation of technical advances in the broader field of semiconductor metrology. The Diana Nyyssonen Memorial Award for the Best Paper at this Conference recognizes the most significant current contributions.

Due to the Conference’s long history, significant attendance and high paper counts, to win this Award requires a very significant new contribution to the field. The selection of the best paper is initiated during the Conference by nomination, followed by extensive review by the Program Committee. It is based on both the technical merit and persuasiveness of the oral presentation and the overall quality of the published paper. Past award winners include leading international researchers in the area of semiconductor metrology and process control whose contributions have fundamentally improved the way semiconductors are manufactured.

We are pleased to honor the winners of the Diana Nyyssonen Memorial Award for the Best Paper of 2016, as well as those who have won in previous years:
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The Karel Urbánek Best Student Paper Award

Karel Urbánek studied electronics and high-vacuum physics at the Charles University in Prague, the valedictorian of his class. To earn his way through college, and to learn about the life in the West, he worked as a tour guide. That is how he met two key people in his life and career: Lida Náprstek, then a student at Radcliffe College leading a group of American school kids, and Sonny (Melville) Marx, an investment banker from San Francisco. After graduation he used this learning and cash to escape the soviet system by flying to a “vacation” in Cuba. He slipped away during a stopover in Halifax, Nova Scotia. His first call was to Lida; the second was to Sonny. He requested asylum. The local American consul arranged for his entry into the United States.

Karel soon found a job with Lincoln Labs in Cambridge, Massachusetts, then moved to the San Francisco Bay Area. He joined Varian Associates working for Bill Wheeler on vacuum equipment for semiconductor manufacturing.

Recognizing an opportunity in the new field of sputtering for thin film deposition, Karel and fellow Varian employees John Schwabacher, Ed Kerswill, Al Lang, and Barry Hart founded Randex in 1970.

By 1973, with Randex business in rapid growth, its founders agreed to an acquisition by Perkin-Elmer. Karel became the research director for the Ultek division of Perkin-Elmer in Palo Alto, California.

Sputtering projects often led to the need to accurately measure the thickness of the deposited film. Recognizing another opportunity, some of the original Randex team (Urbánek, Schwabacher, Kren, Hart, and Kerswill) formed Tencor in 1976. Bill Wheeler and Jerry Gabe later joined Tencor. Sonny Marx, their venture capitalist in the Randex start up, insisted that they re-invest their gains in this new venture, a move to leverage their past success and to control their new business, ultimately making most of them wealthy.

Tencor’s first product was the Alpha-Step profilometer in 1977. It used a simple but very robust method for measuring displacement. Urbánek even insisted on literally kicking a packing case containing an Alpha-Step across a room, then opening it up to set up and, within minutes, measure film thickness and step height. Simple to use, stable and repeatable to sub-1nm the tool was an instant success. The Tencor team then bet the company on their next big product, Surfscan wafer inspection tool. They nearly bankrupted the company developing reliable detection of small defects and automation. That pioneering technology, as in the Alpha-Step, also quickly became ubiquitous and it is still in use today.
Karel Urbánek served as CEO and Chairman of the Board of Tencor for fifteen years until his death in 1991. He was also active in the SEMI International Standards Program and was honored in 1992 with the creation of the Karel Urbánek Award, the most prestigious honor for participants in the SEMI International Standards Program.

Karel and Lida Urbánek were passionate supporters of education, particularly in science and engineering. This support lives on through the Karel Urbánek Fellowship at Stanford University, the Karel Urbánek Laboratories at the Charles University in Prague, and the Urbánek /Levy Education Fund for the children of KLA-Tencor employees.

The Karel Urbánek Best Student Paper Award sponsored by KLA-Tencor Corp. was created in 2014 to recognize the best paper authored by a current student at the conference. In order to be eligible, the student must be the primary author and must present the work at the conference. It is our great pleasure to recognize this year’s winner along with previous recipients:

2017
Michael Tanksalvala, JILA, University of Colorado at Boulder (United States); Christina L. Porter, Dennis F. Gardner, Michael Gerrity, Giulia F. Mancini, Xiaoshi Zhang, Galen P. Miley, Elisabeth R. Shanblatt, Benjamin R. Galloway, Charles S. Bevis, Robert Karl Jr., Daniel A. Adams, Henry C. Kapteyn, Margaret M. Murnane, “Sub-wavelength transmission and reflection mode tabletop imaging with 13nm illumination via ptychography CDI,” [10145-113]

2016
Maria Laura Gödecke, Univ. Stuttgart (Germany); Sandy Peterhänsel, Karsten Frenner, and Wolfgang Osten, “Measurement of asymmetric side wall angles by coherent scanning Fourier scatterometry,” [9778-16]

2015
Kathleen M. Hoogeboom-Pot, Univ. of Colorado at Boulder (USA); Jorge N. Hernandez-Charpak, Travis Frazer, Xiaokun Gu, Emrah Turgut, Erik H. Anderson, Weilun L. Chao, Justin M. Shaw, Ronggui Yang, Margaret M. Murnane, Henry C. Kapteyn, Damiano Nardi, “Mechanical and thermal properties of nanomaterials at sub-50nm dimensions characterized using coherent EUV beams,” [9424-43]

2014